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Abstract The objective of this study is to compare
the effects of three different anesthetic combinations
on the electroretinogram in the same animals under
similar laboratory conditions. Thiopental–isoflurane
(TI), medetomidine–ketamine (MK), and xylazine–
ketamine (XK) were used on each of 12 healthy
miniature schnauzer dogs (MS) with a period of at
least 3 weeks in between subsequent anesthesia
protocols, using the Dog Standard Protocol. The
scotopic ERGs consisted of scotopic low stimulus
strength (S) responses designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and
S5, at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min after dark adaptation,
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respectively, and scotopic standard stimulus strength
(S-ST) responses. The photopic ERGs consisted of a
photopic single flash (P) response and 31 Hz flicker
(P-FL) responses. For S-ST (2.5 cd s/m2), the amplitude of the a-wave using TI was significantly lower
than that using MK (adjusted P = 0.05) and XK
(adjusted P = 0.03), and the implicit time of the awave was significantly shorter than that using MK
(adjusted P = 0.04). For P (2.5 cd s/m2), the amplitude of the b-wave using XK was significantly higher
than that using MK (adjusted P = 0.01). The implicit
times of the b-wave using TI was significantly longer
and shorter than that of MK for S1, S2 and P-FL and
for S4 and S-ST, respectively, and than that of XK for
S2 and P-FL and for S5 and S-ST, respectively. The
results of the present study showed that TI affected
both the amplitude and the implicit time of the
a-wave for S-ST and the implicit time of the b-wave
relatively more so than was the case when using XK
or MK. Therefore, it appears that either XK or MK
could be advantageous to use rather than TI for
clinical studies.
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Electroretinography
Intramuscular injection
Thiopental–isoflurane
Medetomidine–ketamine
Multiple of the medians
Miniature schnauzer dogs
Photopic single flash
31 Hz flicker
Scotopic low stimulus strength
Subcutaneous injection
Intravenous injection
Scotopic standard stimulus strength
Xylazine–ketamine

Introduction
Full field flash electroretinography (ERG) records the
summed transient electrical responses obtained from
the entire retina elicited by a light stimulus, allowing
an objective evaluation of retinal function in humans
and animals [1]. The technique has been broadly used
for the evaluation and diagnosis of hereditary retinal
degenerative disease processes, sudden acquired
retinal degeneration, and optic neuritis in animals
[2, 3]. It is also used for the evaluation of new drugs
or devices in toxicity studies and in the appraisement
of preoperative retinal function for cataract surgery in
animals, including dogs and cats [4–6].
In order to obtain reliable ERG recordings, it is
important to appropriately immobilize the animals
tested [7]. Movements such as a blink, an eyelid
twitch or movement of the globe by conscious
animals, may interfere with the delivery of light to
the eye and cause noise in the recordings [4].
Movement of the animal tested may change the
waveform, which can result in a misdiagnosis of a
possible retinal disease. Therefore, it is imperative to
restrain the animals tested using general anesthesia
throughout the ERG procedure, especially, when
evaluating hereditary retinal degenerations.
However, many of the commonly used anesthetics
have prominent effects on retinal function, shown for
humans and animals [8–11]. Some anesthetics affect
the ERG in a dose-dependent manner. Even the route
of administration and species differences may affect
the ERG [12–14]. The effect of the anesthetics,
particularly anesthetic combinations, may disguise
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slight changes in amplitude and/or the implicit time
of the a- and b-waves of the ERG when studying
retinal electrical responses to low light stimulus
strength, and particularly in the early stages of an
inherited retinal degeneration like progressive retinal
atrophy. It is therefore extremely important to study
the effect of anesthetics on the ERG. It is also crucial
to think about the species variation, and to elucidate
the anesthetic method suitable for each type of animal
[15]. The anesthetic agent and dosage that interferes
the least with phototransduction and neuronal function can then be recommended. It is also important
that the personnel involved with the anesthetic
protocol are comfortable with the specific method
used.
Many studies have been performed and reported in
order to elucidate the effects of various anesthetics on
the retina of dogs, using different ERG protocols. The
anesthetics that have been used are medetomidine–
ketamine (MK), xylazine–ketamine (XK), isoflurane,
halothane, sevoflurane, and propofol [9, 10, 14, 16–
18]. It is therefore reasonable for investigating the
effects of different anesthetic combinations on the
ERG to directly compare the ERG results obtained
using a standardized ERG and anesthetic protocol in
the same animal. Further, to our knowledge, there
have been no reports comparing thiopental–isoflurane
with other anesthetics in dogs.
The purpose of the present study was therefore to
compare three different anesthetic combinations
frequently used clinically in dogs: thiopental–isoflurane, medetomidine–ketamine, and xylazine–ketamine, using the dog ERG protocol recommended by
ECVO [19] in the same MS under similar laboratory
conditions.

Materials and methods
Animals
Twelve healthy MS (12 eyes, 8 males, 4 females)
were used for the present study. The age range of
animals was from 1 to 4 years (mean ± SD;
2.1 ± 0.9) and their weight was 5.5 to 11.2 kg
(mean ± SD; 8.1 ± 1.8). Ophthalmic examinations,
including slit lamp biomicroscopy (SL-202P, Shihnippon commerce, Tokyo, Japan) and indirect
ophthalmoscopy (Vantage, Keeler instruments Inc,
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Broomall, PA, USA), showed no abnormalities in the
tested eyes. The experiments adhered to the strict
guidelines of the ‘‘Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals’’ of the Institute of Laboratory
Animal Resources of Seoul National University,
Korea.
Preparation of animals for ERG
All animals were fasted for at least 12 h before
performing the ERG recordings. Maximal pupillary
dilation was obtained by applying one drop of 1%
tropicamide (Mydriacyl, Alcon Inc, Puurs, Belgium)
to the test eye, every 30 min from at least 1 h prior to
beginning the ERG session. Animals were brought to
the examination room and anesthesia was induced
under ambient light. Each of three different anesthetic
combinations was used on each of the 12 dogs with a
period of at least 3 weeks in between subsequent
anesthesia protocols.
Anesthetic combinations
Thiopental/isoflurane (TI)
The dogs were premedicated with atropine sulfate
0.04 mg/kg, SC (Je-Il atropine sulfate, Je-Il pharmacy, Daegu, Korea). They were kept in a cage in a
silent area under ambient light for *10 min. Induction of anesthesia was performed by administering
thiopental sodium 15 mg/kg, IV (Thionil, Daihan
Pharm Co Ltd, Ansan-si, Korea) in the cephalic vein,
after which the dogs were endotracheally intubated.
Anesthesia was maintained via inhalation of clinically indicated concentrations of 2.5% isoflurane
(Terrell, Mindra Inc, Bethlehem, PA, USA) delivered
in 100% oxygen with flow rates of 1 l/min. The
anesthesia was monitored by a veterinarian. For most
of the dogs, the concentration of isoflurane was kept
constant during the ERG procedure. The exhaled CO2
was removed by an absorbent in the canister.
Medetomidine/ketamine (MK)
Each of the 12 experimental animals was given
medetomidine 60 lg/kg, IM (Domitor, Pfizer animal
health Korea Ltd, Seoul, Korea). The dog was kept in
a cage in a silent area under ambient light for
*10 min. After that, ketamine 5 mg/kg, IM (Yuhan
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Ketamine, Yuhan Corporation, Gunpo-si, Korea) was
administered to provide for general anesthesia.
Xylazine/ketamine (XK)
The dogs were premedicated with atropine sulfate
(0.04 mg/kg, SC). They were kept in a cage in a silent
area under ambient light for *10 min. Tranquilization was induced by administration of xylazine
2.2 mg/kg, IM (Rompun, Bayer Korea, Ansan-si,
Korea). After 10 min, general anesthesia was achieved
by the injection of ketamine (11 mg/kg, IM).
ERG procedures
Electroretinograms were recorded from the left eye of
each dog using the ERG equipment (RETIport,
Roland Consult, Brandenburg, Germany). A contact
lens electrode (Kooijman/Damhof ERG lens, Medical
Workshop BV, Groningen, Netherland) with a builtin white LED 4 W as an active electrode was placed
on the cornea after application of 0.3% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (Artear, Unimed pharm, Seoul,
Korea). Platinum subdermal needle electrodes
(Model F-E2, Astro-Med Inc, West Warwick, RI,
USA) were used for the reference and ground
electrodes, and were placed approximately 2 cm
caudal to the lateral canthus, and over the external
occipital protuberance, respectively. Topical 0.5%
proparacaine hydrochloride (Alcaine, Alcon, Puurs,
Belgium) was utilized to anesthetize the cornea. The
electrodes were connected to a preamplifier, and
signals were amplified with a band pass filter between
1 and 300 Hz. Lights in the examining room were
turned off *10 min after induction of anesthesia by
thiopental and after injection of medetomidine or
xylazine for initiation of dark adaptation.
The LED stimulating unit of the ERG system used
in the study delivered white flashes of light 1.0 cm
from the cornea. Signal averaging of ERG responses
was not performed in the present study. Each ERG
session consisted of scotopic and photopic ERGs.
Two different stimuli were used for scotopic ERGs:
scotopic low stimulus strength (S) responses for rods
and scotopic standard stimulus strength (S-ST)
responses for mixed rod and cone responses. The S
responses were elicited using a 0.025 cd s/m2 single
flash at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min after dark adaptation
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(designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, respectively).
After the 20 min recording, the light stimulus
strength was increased to 2.5 cd s/m2 and the S-ST
responses were recorded. The photopic ERGs for
evaluation of the cone system consisted of two
different responses: after 10 min of light adaptation
(background luminance: 25 cd/m2), a photopic single
flash (P) response for evaluation of cones, and 31 Hz
flicker (P-FL) responses for evaluation of the fast
components of the cone pathways were recorded with
a 2.5 cd s/m2 flash or flashes using the same 25 cd/m2
background luminance. The duration of the stimulus
flash was 0.005 ms for the S response and 0.5 ms for
the S-ST, P, and P-FL responses, respectively. For all
procedures, the dogs were positioned on sternal
recumbency throughout the recordings and the head
positioned using a pack of towels. Conjunctival stay
sutures were used to position the eyes and to avoid
rotation of the globe.
The amplitudes and implicit times of the a- and bwaves were measured for S-ST and P responses. The
a-wave amplitude was measured from the baseline to
the trough of the a-wave, and the b-wave amplitude
was measured from the trough of the a-wave to the
following positive peak. Implicit times of a- and
b-waves were measured from the onset of light
stimulus to the a-waves trough and b-waves peak,
respectively. For the S responses and P-FL responses,
only b-wave amplitudes and peak implicit times were
obtained and analyzed. Amplitudes of the P-FL
responses were measured from the baseline to the
positive peak and implicit times from the light onset
to the positive peak.
Statistical analysis
The repeated measures analysis of variance (Anova)
was used since the same dog was measured under
different conditions: three combinations of anesthetics and different levels of light stimulus strength.
Least square means (LSM) and a Wald test were used
to test differences among the three different combinations of anesthetics, at a given level of light
stimulus strength. In view of these multiple tests, the
False discovery rate (FDR) was used to control the
rate of false discoveries. Thus, for these multiple
tests, FDR adjusted P values less than or equal
to 0.05 are reported under results. The analysis
was done in the mixed procedure using statistical
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computer software (SAS, version 9.1, SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
For data description purpose only, the multiple of
the medians (MoM) and 90% reference range were
used [20]. The MoM expresses the data points of the
amplitude and implicit time of the a- and b-wave as a
proportion of the median value for the three different
combinations of anesthetics. The MoM was used to
establish normative values for each type of anesthetics used in the MS breed of dogs, in the age group 1–
4 years. The lower limit and the upper limit of the
90% reference range are defined as the 5th percentile
and the 95th percentile of the MoM distribution,
respectively.

Results
Waveform of ERG components
Figure 1 displays examples of typical ERG waveforms obtained from one of the MS using the three
different combinations of anesthesia. As shown in the
figure, the various combinations of anesthetics used
in the study generated rather similar waveforms for
the different test sessions. For all anesthetic combinations, the S responses had a prominent b-wave that
increased in amplitude and in implicit time during the
20 min of dark adaptation. The a-wave was not
recordable using this low light stimulus strength. In
the S5 response obtained after 20 min of dark
adaptation, 67% of the dogs anesthetized with XK
had longer implicit time for the scotopic b-wave than
those of TI. Similarly, 58% of the dogs on XK had
longer implicit time for the scotopic b-wave than
those of MK. The S-ST responses had prominent
a- and b-waves, and oscillatory potentials were
observed during the ascending phase of the b-wave
using all anesthetic protocols. The P response had a
smaller but faster b-wave than that of the S response.
The P-FL responses consisted of b-waves only.
Parameters of ERG components
Figure 2 demonstrates LSM changes in amplitudes
and implicit times of a- and b-waves obtained using
the three different anesthetic protocols in the same
animals for each ERG test session. For the S-ST
responses, the amplitude of the a-wave using TI was
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Fig. 1 Actual (original) ERG waveforms recorded during use
of three different combinations of anesthesia in the same
miniature schnauzer dogs. Scotopic low stimulus strength
responses (a, e, and i) are obtained using 0.025 cd s/m2 of light
stimulation at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min, respectively, after dark
adaptation designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 (from top to
bottom). Scotopic standard stimulus strength responses (b, f,
and j) are depicted as S-ST responses and obtained at 2.5 cd s/

m2 of light stimulation. Photopic single flash responses (c, g,
and k) and photopic 31 Hz flicker response (d, h, and l) are
depicted as P and P-FL, respectively, both at 2.5 cd s/m2 after
10 min of light adaptation using 25 cd/m2 of background light.
The light stimulus coincides with the y-axis of each recording.
Note that the time scale varies between some of the photopic
recordings

significantly lower than those using MK and XK
(Fig. 2a; adjusted P = 0.05 and adjusted P = 0.03,
respectively), while the implicit time of the a-wave
was significantly shorter than when using MK
(Fig. 2b, adjusted P = 0.04). For the P responses,
there was no significant difference in the amplitude
and implicit time of the a-wave among the three
different anesthetic protocols (Fig. 2a, b). The
b-wave amplitudes of all responses, except the P
responses, were not significantly different for the
three different anesthetic protocols (Fig. 2c). For the
P responses, the amplitude of the b-wave using XK
was significantly higher than when using MK
(adjusted P = 0.01). For the S1 and S2 responses,

the implicit times of the b-waves using TI was
significantly longer than when using MK (adjusted
P = 0.01 and adjusted P = 0.007, respectively) and
XK for the S2 responses (adjusted P = 0.03)
(Fig. 2d). For the S4 responses, the implicit times
of the b-waves using TI was significantly shorter than
when using MK (Fig. 2d, adjusted P = 0.01). For the
S5 responses, the implicit time of the b-wave using TI
was significantly shorter than when using XK
(Fig. 2d, adjusted P = 0.01). For the S-ST responses,
the implicit time of the b-wave using TI was
significantly shorter than when using MK and XK
(Fig. 2d, adjusted P = 0.03 and adjusted P = 0.002,
respectively). For the P responses, the implicit time
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The purpose of the present study was to compare the
effects of three different combinations of anesthetics
on the ERG in the same dog using the same ERG
protocol under similar laboratory conditions. To our

knowledge, this is the first study that compares TI
with MK and XK in dogs, all of which have been
widely used in the veterinary practice. Stable and
reliable ERG waveforms were obtained through all
three different anesthetic methods using the ECVO
recommended long protocol for dogs. The most
important finding in the present study was that TI
markedly affected the amplitude and implicit time of
the a-wave for the S-ST response and the implicit
time of the b-wave in comparison to MK and/or XK
(Fig. 2). Further, on the basis of the results found in
the present study, it was observed that XK or MK
resulted in significantly higher a-wave amplitudes
when using S-ST stimuli compared to responses
obtained when using TI (Fig. 2a).
The stable and reliable ERG waveforms that were
obtained in the present study for all three different
combinations of anesthetics means that the different
anesthetic protocols could be equally employed for
ERG recordings in dogs for clinical purposes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 Comparison of least square means and 95% confidence
interval (LSM ± 1.96 SE) of amplitudes (a and c) and implicit
times (b and d) on the vertical axis of a- and b-waves recorded
by TI, MK, and XK. *, , and  indicate a significant difference
between TI and MK, MK and XK, and XK and TI,
respectively. On the horizontal axis, S1 to S5 depicts scotopic
low stimulus strength responses obtained using 0.025 cd s/m2

of light stimulation at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min, respectively,
after dark adaptation designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. S-ST
depicts scotopic standard stimulus strength responses obtained
at 2.5 cd s/m2. A photopic single flash response and 31 Hz
flicker responses are depicted as P and P-FL, respectively, both
at 2.5 cd s/m2 after 10 min of light adaptation using 25 cd/m2
of background light

of the b-wave using TI was significantly longer than
when using XK (Fig. 2d, adjusted P = 0.004). For
the P-FL responses, the implicit time of b-wave using
TI was significantly longer than when using MK and
XK (Fig. 2d, adjusted P \ 0.0001 and adjusted
P = 0.004, respectively).
Graphical illustration of the reference ranges
Figure 3 illustrates a graphical representation of the
ERG results using the MoM and 90% reference
range.

Discussion
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Fig. 3 Graphical illustration of differences in ERG results
between TI, MK, and XK using the MoM and 90% reference
range. The lower limit and the upper limit of the 90% reference
range are defined as the 5th percentile and the 95th percentiles
of the MoM distribution, respectively. Amplitude and implicit
time values on the vertical axis for the a- and b-waves (MoM
distribution), respectively, are shown as a proportion of the
median value obtained by the three different combinations of
anesthesia when 100% represents the median of these values.

On the horizontal axis, S1–S5 depicts scotopic low stimulus
strength responses obtained using 0.025 cd s/m2 of light
stimulation at 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min, respectively, after
dark adaptation designated S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. S-ST
depicts scotopic standard stimulus strength responses obtained
at 2.5 cd s/m2. A photopic single flash response and 31 Hz
flicker responses are depicted as P and P-FL, respectively, both
at 2.5 cd s/m2 after 10 min of light adaptation using 25 cd/m2
of background light

The waveforms obtained were comparable to those of
previous reports using each of the three anesthetic
protocols [9, 10, 17, 21, 22]. A previous study
regarding the effects of isoflurane on the ERG of dogs
using the human ERG protocol [17], recommended
by the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision [23], with similarities to the protocol
used in the present study, showed that the resultant
waveform elicited by each ERG stimulus was comparable to those obtained in the present study. Some
of the waveforms illustrated in Fig. 1 when using MK
showed artifacts, *80–120 ms after the flash stimuli.
These artifacts were due to slight muscle twitching
and did not affect the peaks of the a- and b-waves
(Fig. 1e–g).

In the present study, the amplitude of the a-wave
using TI was significantly lower than those using MK
and XK; while the implicit time of the a-wave was
significantly shorter than when using MK for the
S-ST responses (Fig. 2a, b). Considering the origin of
the a-wave and contribution to the b-wave of bipolar
and Müller cells, it appears that there is very little
interference with the hyperpolarization of the photoreceptors themselves after light stimulation when
using the MK and XK protocols. This finding
suggests that TI influences outer retinal function in
dogs. In an earlier study, inner retinal function was
shown to be influenced by isoflurane in pigs [24, 25].
Volatile anesthetics, such as isoflurane, enflurane,
and halothane, bind directly to ligand-gated ion
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channels in the central nervous system and the
retina [26], altering kinetics of certain neurotransmitters, including glutamate and c-aminobutyric acid
(GABA), major excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitters, respectively. Previous studies reported that
glutamate release from synaptosomes and the metabolic breakdown of GABA were inhibited by volatile
anesthetics in the rat [27–29]. Isoflurane, especially,
may bind to GABAA receptors as other volatile
anesthetics do, mediating inhibitory neurotransmission. Similar to thiopental–isoflurane, the combination of thiopentone, halothane, and nitrous oxide
anesthesia showed a highly significant decrease in the
amplitude of a-wave only when compared to the
combination of xylazine and ketamine [10].
Ketamine is a nonbarbiturate, rapid, and short
acting anesthetic agent. In contrast to the volatile
anesthetics, ketamine appears to induce anesthesia by
inhibition of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, which is
a subtype of the glutamate receptors. In order to
neutralize ketamine’s properties, such as found with
dissociative anesthetics, which may cause side effects
such as tremor and hallucinations, ketamine is
commonly used in combination with xylazine or
medetomidine. These have alpha-adrenergic agonist
actions leading to analgesia, sedation, and muscular
relaxation in dogs. Therefore, there are many previous ERG studies using the combination of ketamine
and xylazine or medetomidine in various species [9,
21, 22]. A previous study, which used a combination
of medetomidine and ketamine, the same light
stimulus strength (2.5 cd s/m2), and a similar dark
adaptation time as the present study, reported the
amplitude of the b-wave to be similar to that of the
S-ST responses obtained in the present study
(Fig. 2c) [22].
The reason for not using atropine before MK is
that currently the use of atropine preoperatively
continues to be controversial [30, 31]. Conventionally, anticholinergics are usually administered preoperatively to prevent severe bradycardia as a result of
surgical manipulation (vagal reflexes). This is also
performed before administration of other anesthetics
such as a2-agonists and opioids. Even though medetomidine is similar to xylazine as an a2-agonist, it was
documented that a2-adrenoreceptor is *10 times
more potent than the latter [32, 33]. As a result, the
pharmacological effects of medetomidine can be
stronger than that of xylazine on the ERG. The reason
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is that anticholinergic administration increases the
vagal tone transiently, which may increase the
incidence of bradyarrhythmias induced by administration of an a2-agonist. Especially, medetomidine
administration is associated with profound increase in
arterial blood pressure, systemic and pulmonary
vascular resistance, and myocardial workload. Alibhai et al. [34] reported that even though atropine
administration could prevent bradycardia caused by
medetomidine, its use could result in prolonged and
severe hypertension associated with tarchycardia. Ko
et al. [35] have also demonstrated that pre-emptive
administration of atropine in dogs sedated with
medetomidine induces hypertension. Thus, there is
a trend not to use atropine as premedication with
medetomidine in the veterinary practice.
An earlier study, however, showed that the combination of ketamine and xylazine may increase
blood glucose levels and hereby augment the amplitude of the b-wave in the mouse [36]. There are
several reports that changes in blood glucose levels
may influence retinal sensitivity when evaluated
using ERGs in cats and humans [37–39]. The
a2-adrenoceptor agonists, xylazine and medetomidine, inhibit insulin secretion through action on
a2-adrenoceptor in the pancreas b-cells and hereby
increase blood glucose level in various species including dogs [40–44]. Further studies would therefore be
necessary to investigate the effects of medetomidine
and xylazine on the ERG parameters by changing the
blood glucose levels in dogs. In contrast with the
a2-adrenoceptor agonists, there was no significant
increase in blood glucose levels from baseline to
30 min after isoflurane anesthetics in dogs [45]. This
may be another reason why there is a significant
difference in the amplitude and implicit time of the
a-wave for the S-ST responses among the anesthesia
protocols used in the present study (Fig. 2a, b).
With increasing time in the dark, the increase in
amplitudes and implicit times of the b-waves for the
scotopic responses reflect the process of retinal dark
adaptation [46]. In the present study, the change in bwave amplitude using TI during dark adaptation was
comparable with those obtained using the other two
anesthetic protocols (Fig. 2c); however, the increment in b-wave implicit time was much lower than
that for both MK and XK (Fig. 2d). In the mouse,
isoflurane decreased retinal sensitivity more than
ketamine/xylazine/acepromazine on the basis of the
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dark-adapted b-wave parameter measured [7]. The
earlier study suggested that isoflurane, an inhalation
anesthetic, influences the permeability of membranes
and changes the neurotransmitter release in the
photoreceptor and bipolar cells. Somewhat more
surprising was the remarkable reduction in the
increase of the b-wave implicit time using TI after
the first 10 min of dark adaptation (Fig. 2d).
Although the present study cannot provide a detailed
explanation for these differences, it is likely to be
attributed to changes in the dark-adaptative properties
of the rods and cones. The faster dark adaptation of
the cones contribute to the first 10 min of the dark
adaptation time, and achieve their maximum light
sensitivity after about 10–12 min, while the slower
dark adaptation process of the rods reach a much
lower final light threshold, after about 40 min in
darkness [47]. The results enable us to assume that
the rods may be influenced by isoflurane, which is in
agreement with the effects of halothane [10]. Another
reason for these differences could be due to the
wearing off of thiopental. A previous study showed
that there was a significantly longer implicit time for
the b-wave when using thiopentone (thiopental) than
when using other anesthetics [10].
In Fig. 3, normative ERG values for three different
combinations of anesthetics on the ERG of the same
dog were established using the MoM and 90%
reference range. In this way, the flow of events during
scotopic and photopic ERG recordings was illustrated
with the three different anesthetic protocols and with
limits of normality. In a clinical situation, such an
illustration allows for the ERG results obtained from an
individual to be plotted into a diagram and the results
directly compared to those from a group of normal agematched dogs, using the recommended dog protocol
and a specific anesthetic protocol.
In conclusion, the present study showed that the
three different anesthetic protocols all lead to sufficient immobilization of dogs for performing ERGs
with stable recordings. It was shown that TI affected
the amplitude and implicit time of the a-wave and the
implicit time of the b-wave relatively more compared
to MK and XK. It could therefore be recommended
that XK or MK be used for clinical ERGs rather than
TI, due to the higher a-wave amplitudes obtained
when using the former, since the a-wave is an
important parameter to evaluate in generalized photoreceptor disease.
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